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The alphamu rhythm (8–13Hz) has been considered to reflectmirror neuron activity because it is attenuated by both action observation
andactionexecution.Theputative linkbetweenmirrorneuronsystemactivity and themurhythmhasbeenused to study the involvement
of the mirror system in a wide range of socio-cognitive processes and clinical disorders. However, previous research has failed to
convincingly demonstrate the specificity of the mu rhythm, meaning that it is unclear whether the mu rhythm reflects mirror neuron
activity. It also remains unclear whether mu rhythm suppression during action observation reflects the processing of motor or tactile
information. In an attempt to assess the validity of the mu rhythm as a measure of mirror neuron activity, we used crossmodal pattern
classification to assess the specificity of EEGmurhythmresponse to actionvarying in termsof action type (whole-handorprecisiongrip),
concurrent tactile stimulation (stimulation or no stimulation), or object use (transitive or intransitive actions) in 20 humanparticipants.
Themain results reveal that above-chance crossmodal classificationofmu rhythmactivitywas obtained in the central channels for tactile
stimulation and action transitivity but not for action type. Furthermore, traditional univariate analyses applied to the same data were
insensitive to differences between conditions. By calling into question the relationship between mirror system activity and the mu
rhythm, these results have important implications for the use and interpretation of mu rhythm activity.
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Introduction
Mirror neurons (MNs), firing both during the observation and
execution of actions (di Pellegrino et al., 1992), have been sug-
gested to contribute to the understanding of others’ action by
matching observed actions to one’s own neural code to perform
that action (Gallese et al., 1996). MN activity is notoriously diffi-
cult tomeasure noninvasively in humans given the limited spatial
resolution of human neuroimaging techniques (Dinstein et al.,
2008). Despite these methodological constraints, many have ar-
gued for the involvement ofMN in a variety of phenomena using
neuroimaging measures, such as the EEG central alpha mu
rhythm.
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Significance Statement
The central alphamu rhythmoscillation is a widely usedmeasure of the humanmirror neuron system that has been used tomake
important claims concerning cognitive functioning in health and in disease. Here, we used a novel multivariate analytical ap-
proach to show that crossmodal EEGmurhythmresponses primarily index the somatosensory features of actions, suggesting that
the mu rhythm is not a valid measure of mirror neuron activity. Results may lead to the revision of the conclusions of many
previous studies using this measure, and to the transition toward a theory of mu rhythm function that is more consistent with
current models of sensory processing in the self and in others.
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The alpha mu rhythm (8–13 Hz, henceforth “mu rhythm”) is
an oscillation measured over sensorimotor areas that is attenu-
ated both during the observation and execution of actions (Fox et
al., 2016). On the basis of this similar response during action
observation and execution, the mu rhythm has been considered
to index MN activity (Pineda, 2005; Fox et al., 2016). As a conse-
quence, it has been used by many researchers to suggest the in-
volvement of MN throughout development in processes such as
empathy (Gallese, 2001; Cheng et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2009),
theory of mind (Pineda and Hecht, 2009), speech perception
(Moreno et al., 2013), and many other socio-cognitive processes
(for review, Vanderwert et al., 2013). Furthermore, differences in
mu rhythm response between clinical and typical samples have
been used to suggest atypical MN response in conditions, such as
autism spectrum disorder (Oberman et al., 2005, 2008; Bernier et
al., 2007, 2013), schizophrenia (Singh et al., 2011; McCormick et
al., 2012; Horan et al., 2014), and addiction (Pineda and Ober-
man, 2006).
There are, however, two important issues with the claim that
mu rhythm indexes MN activity. First, most studies do not pro-
vide a convincing demonstration of the specificity of mu rhythm
response. For the mu rhythm to be considered a valid index of
MN, it should show crossmodal action specificity: that is, the
response associated with one action should be similar whether it
is observed or executed (crossmodality), but it should also be
distinguishable for different actions (specificity) (Kilner and
Lemon, 2013; Oosterhof et al., 2013). Without demonstration of
specificity, it is possible that the similarity of mu rhythm re-
sponses during action observation and execution reflects general
effects of task engagement, attention, readiness to act, or arousal-
related activation involving nonmirror neuronal populations
(Dinstein et al., 2008; Cook et al., 2014). Second, empirical evi-
dence suggests that the mu rhythmmight index sensory process-
ing rather than motor activity (Cheyne et al., 2003; Ritter et al.,
2009; Coll et al., 2015). Thus, the mu rhythm may index the
observation and receipt of tactile stimulation rather than the ob-
servation and execution of actions.
Given that the mu rhythm is often used to assert the involve-
ment of MN in a variety of cognitive processes and clinical con-
ditions, it is important to ensure its validity as an index of MN
activity by verifying that it shows crossmodal specificity to ob-
served and executed actions. Accordingly, we used crossmodal
pattern classification to assess the specificity of the mu rhythm
during action observation and action execution. Furthermore,
the degree of tactile stimulation during action observation and
execution wasmanipulated both by the application of a vibratory
tactile stimulation to the hand and by action transitivity (whether
actions were, or were not, object-directed; the former, but not
the latter, generating cutaneous tactile stimulation). If the mu
rhythm represents MN activity, then crossmodal classification of
two different types of actions should be accurate at above-chance
levels, and superior to the classification of tactile stimulation. In
contrast, if the mu rhythm indexes tactile mirroring, classifica-
tion accuracy should be above chance when classifying the pres-
ence or absence of tactile stimulation, but at chance for action
type.
Materials andMethods
Experimental design
The crossmodal specificity of the mu rhythm to two different actions
(Action type factor) was assessed while manipulating the amount of
tactile stimulation involved in these actions in two different ways. The
firstmanipulation related to the presence or absence of an external tactile
stimulation (Vibration factor), and the second concerned whether the
actions were directed toward an object or simply mimed (Transitivity
factor). To assess the crossmodal specificity of the mu rhythm to action
or stimulation type, and to maximize the number of trials that could be
used for multivariate classification, we analyzed the data using a frac-
tional factorial design inwhich only themain effect of each conditionwas
investigated.We therefore independently tested the effect of Action type,
Vibration, and Transitivity while collapsing across the two other condi-
tions. If the mu rhythm is specific to the action observed and executed,
then the crossmodal classifier should be able to discriminate the two
actions. If themu rhythm is sensitive to differences in tactile stimulation,
then the classifier should be able to discriminate between the presence
and absence of the vibration and between transitive and intransitive ac-
tions. We predicted that crossmodal classification accuracy in central
channels would increase with the strength of the difference in tactile
stimulation in each condition and would thus follow a Vibration 
Transitivity  Action type pattern. We used three main approaches to
test this crossmodal classification. First, to investigate the scalp distribu-
tion of the effects, we performed exploratory classification analyses on
the time-frequency activity of the mu rhythm on each channel and its
neighbors using a spatial searchlight approach (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006).
Second, to visualize the neural sources contributing to the observed scalp
effects, a spatial searchlight was also used on mu rhythm activity at the
source level. Finally, to test the claim that the central mu rhythm shows
crossmodal specificity, region of interest (ROI) analyses were performed
using a crossmodal classifier in a central cluster of channels selected
according to the mu rhythm literature. To ensure that any crossmodal
effect observed in this central cluster is specific to the central alpha mu
rhythm and not confounded with the occipital alpha rhythm (Hobson
and Bishop, 2016), these analyses were performed at both central and
occipital scalp locations. We predicted that crossmodal classification
would be observed only at the central location.
Participants
Twenty healthy right-handed adults (12 females) aged on average 24.60
years (SD  6.75, range  19–49 years) were recruited through
university-wide advertisements and gave written informed consent to
take part in this study. Exclusion criteria included being over 50 years old
or any reported history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. The study
was approved by King’s College London Psychiatry, Nursing and Mid-
wifery Research Ethics Subcommittee, and participants received an hon-
orarium for their participation.
EEG recordings
EEG activity was acquired from a 61 channel (extended 10–20montage)
DC-coupled recording system (Brain Products, RRID:SCR_009443).
Three additional EOG electrodes were placed below the left eye and at
1 cm from the outer canthi. The sampling rate was 500 Hz, with reference
at FCz and ground at AFz. Impedances were maintained10 k.
Vibration stimulator
A custom-built stimulator was fixed on the back of the participant’s right
hand using medical tape. This stimulator consisted of two round cell
phone micro vibration motors (10  2.7 mm) vibrating at 10,000
rotations per minute placed side by side on a piece of thin cardboard and
sealed with black electrical tape. When the stimulator was turned on, it
produced a continuous vibrating sensation on the back of the hand. A
yellow LED light was placed on the top of themotors andwas lit when the
stimulator was turned on. The stimulator was wired into a USB relay
switch and controlled by the stimuli presentation software (E-prime 2.0,
Psychology Software Tools, RRID:SCR:009567). The wire was fixed onto
the participant’s forearm with medical tape to ensure that it did not
interfere with action execution during the experimental task. A second
identical stimulator was placed near the participant’s arm and turned on
during trials inwhich the hand stimulator remained off to create a similar
sound.
Visual stimuli
The visual stimuli consisted of 3000 ms video clips depicting a hand
wearing the vibration stimulator executing one of the 6 types of actions
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varying according to Action type (Precision
grip, Whole-hand grip), Vibration (Vibration
on, Vibration off) and Transitivity (Transitive,
Intransitive) filmed from a first-person point
of view (Fig. 1).During theTransitive trials, the
hand was seen executing one of two actions on
an empty plastic bottle placed on a black table.
For the Intransitive trials, the bottle was absent
from the screen and the same actions were
mimed without the bottle. For Precision grip
trials, the hand started flat on the table at the
right of the screen, picked up (or mimed pick-
ing up) the bottle using a thumb and index grip
on the cap of the bottle, and raised it 15 cm
before placing it back on the table. For the
Whole-hand grip trials, the hand picked up (or
mimed picking up) the bottle using a whole-
hand grip on the body of the bottle. During
Vibration on trials, the stimulator was turned
on, and this was visible due to the vibration of
the stimulator and the yellow LED light. Dur-
ing Vibration off actions, the stimulator was
not turned on. All video clips were presented
without sound. Twomodels (one female) were
recorded while executing the actions to the beats of a metronome to
ensure similar timing during all video clips. The models executed the
actions twice for a total of 32 different stimuli (8 types 2 models  2
executions). The video clipswere presented on a 17-inchmonitor located
at60 cm from the participant using the E-Prime 2.0 software (Psychol-
ogy Software Tools, RRID:SCR:009567).
Procedure
Participants sat in a dimly lit room. After giving informed consent, the
EEG cap and the stimulator were installed and participants received ver-
batim instructions for the task. During the experimental task, partici-
pants were asked to either observe the video clips or to execute one of the
six action types using the same plastic bottle as in the video clips. To
ensure that the bottle did not fall during the experiment, it was stabilized
using a square piece of cardboard fixed at its base. A practice session was
performed during which each of the six action types was first observed in
a video clip and then executed by the participants using the plastic bottle.
During this practice session, participants experienced the vibro-tactile
stimulation and observed the lighting of the LED. They were explicitly
instructed that the hand in the video clips wore the same vibration stim-
ulator, and that this hand received the same vibrating stimulation when
the LED light was turned on. The practice session was repeated if neces-
sary to ensure that all participants understood the instructions and exe-
cuted the actions in a correct manner with appropriate timing.
After the practice session, an occlusion box was placed over the par-
ticipant’s arm to prevent the participant from observing his or her ac-
tions and the LED light during the experiment. Movements were
monitored using a webcam placed inside this box, and trials with incor-
rect action execution or with movement during observation were noted
and removed from the analyses. All experimental conditions were
blocked within mini-blocks of 10 trials during which participants either
executed or observed the same action type 10 times. During Execution
blocks, participants first saw the instructions indicating which action
type should be executed (e.g., “Execute, Fine OR Full grip, With OR
Without the object,WithORWithout vibration) for 5000ms followed by
10 trials consisting of an 800 ms green fixation cross, a 1000–5000 ms
jitteredwhite fixation cross, and a 3000ms green circle. Participants were
instructed to blink during the instructions and the green fixation cross
but to refrain from blinking for the rest of the task. Participants were told
to begin executing the action as soon as they saw the green circle and to
have their hand back on the table before the green circle disappeared.
During Vibration on trials, the vibration stimulator was turned on dur-
ing the presentation of the green circle. During Vibration off trials, a
second stimulator was turned on to produce a similar sound.
During Observation blocks, participants received the instruction
“Please remain still and watch the video clips” followed by 10 trials con-
sisting of the green and white fixation crosses presented for the same
duration as the Execution blocks and a video clip. The stimulator was
never turned on during the Observation blocks. Eight of the 28 Observa-
tion blocks were catch blocks during which one of the 10 video clips was
presented with a red dot in the center. At the end of all Observation
blocks, participants saw a prompt asking them to indicate whether they
saw a red dot in one of the video clips using their left hand placed on a
keyboard. Catch blocks were not included in the EEG analyses. Finally,
during Baseline blocks, participants were instructed to remain still and to
wait for the next instruction and then observed a black screen for 21 s.
Participants performed 32 execution or observation blocks of 10 trials,
two for each of the eight experimental condition [Vibration (On, Off)
Transitivity (Object, No object)  Action type (Precision, Whole-
hand)]. This resulted in 160 observation and 160 execution trials that
were used for analyses. Eight catch trial blocks were used to ensure con-
tinuous attention to the stimuli and were not included in the EEG anal-
yses. Participants performed four experimental sessions in which four
execution, four observation, and two catch blocks were presented in a
random order. Three baseline blocks were presented at the beginning,
middle, and end of the session. The duration of the task was 60 min,
and participants were encouraged to take breaks between each session.
Statistical analyses
All EEG analyses were performed with the FieldTrip (Oostenveld et al.,
2011, RRID:SCR_004849) and CosMoMVPA (Oosterhof et al., 2016,
RRID:SCR_014519) toolboxes within MATLAB 2016a (The MathWorks,
RRID:SCR_001622). The analyses workflow for both univariate and
multivariate analyses is detailed in Figure 2. While the crossmodal spec-
ificity of the alpha band (8–13 Hz) was the main focus of this study, all
analyses were also performed in the beta band (15–25 Hz) for complete-
ness and in line with previous suggestions of a link between beta rhythm
suppression and MN activity (e.g., Rossi et al., 2002).
Catch trial accuracy
Responses to the prompts presented after each observation blocks were
scored as 0 (miss or false alarm) or 1 (correct detection or correct rejection)
and averaged to obtain a catch trial accuracy score for each participant.
EEG preprocessing
EEG data were first bandpass filtered between 1 and 50 Hz, and an addi-
tional 50Hznotch filterwas used to reduce electrical noise. The datawere
then epoched1000 to 3500ms relative to the onset of the video clips or
the execution cue. Epochs of the same length were also taken from the
baseline periods. This led to a total of 160 observation and 160 execution
Figure 1. Frames from the visual stimuli illustrating the different types of action observed or executed by the participants.
Participants either performed a Transitive (right column) or an Intransitive (left column) Whole-hand grip (top row) or Precision
grip (bottom row). These actions were observed and performedwith the Vibration device on (bottom row) or the Vibration device
off (top row).
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trials. Independent component analyses were used to remove from the
signal components that were associated with eye blinks, movements, or
other obvious artifacts. The data were then visually inspected, and chan-
nels that were consistently bad throughout the experiment or trials with
artifacts were removed from the analyses. Additionally, trials for which
the participant performed the incorrect action ormoved when they were
not supposed to move were removed from the analyses. These proce-
dures led to the removal of an average of 4.81% (SD  3.68, range 
2%–15%) of trials. After epoch rejection, removed channels were inter-
polated using the average activity of neighboring channels.
For analyses at the channel level, the time-frequency representation of
the data was obtained by applying a Fourier transformation in Hanning-
tapered sliding timewindowswith a fixed length of 500ms andmoving in
steps of 50 ms. Power was calculated from 5 to 30 Hz in steps of 1 Hz.
For analyses at the source level, sources were identified usingDynamic
Imaging of Coherent Sources (Gross et al., 2001), a frequency domain
beamforming technique. Activity was source localized in a 250–2750 ms
time window. A frequency of 10 Hz with a smoothing window of	2 Hz
was used for the alpha band, and a frequency of 20 Hz with a smoothing
window of	5 Hz was used for the beta band. These time and frequency
windows were selected following visual inspection of the univariate ef-
fects on the basis of those time and frequency windows, which included
the majority of the alpha and beta suppression. In brief, a volume con-
ductor model was built for all participants using the boundary element
method and a standardMNI template. A 10-mm-spaced dipole grid was
wrapped onto the MNI brain template, and a normalized lead field was
calculated. Dynamic Imaging of Coherent Sources was performed for
each trial using a common spatial filter computed from the combination
of all trials and a 5%  regularization parameter. This resulted in the
estimation of the alpha activity at each grid point for each participant and
trial.
EEG analyses
Univariate analyses. To compare the mu rhythm suppression in the cur-
rent experiment to that obtained in previous studies, we first analyzed
our data using traditional univariate analyses. For these analyses, the
average power in each condition was normalized relative to a500 to 0
ms prestimulus baseline. Power was then averaged across frequency (al-
pha: 8–13 Hz; beta: 15–25 Hz) and time (0–3000 ms).
Exploratory analyses were first performed to investigate the scalp dis-
tribution of the main effect of each condition within each modality. To
this end, a two-tailed paired sample t test comparing the two levels of
each condition was performed at each channel. The significance of this
test was assessed using a nonparametric permutation approach in which
this test was performed 10,000 times on the same data with randomly
permuted condition labels. p values were obtained by taking the propor-
tion of random tests with a test statistic equal or superior to the original
value and were corrected for multiple comparisons using cluster-based
correction. Channel clusters were determined by including each chan-
nel’s immediate neighbors using triangulation (on average 6.7 neigh-
bors) and cluster statistics were obtained by summing the t scores of
neighboring channels exceeding the critical value (p  0.05) (for the
detailed procedure, see Maris and Oostenveld, 2007).
ROI analyses were performed to compare the observed effects to pre-
vious studies investigating the alpha mu rhythm suppression during ac-
tion observation and execution. In line with these previous studies, 10
central channels (C1-2-3-4-z, CP1-2-3-4-z) were selected for further
analyses. An equivalent number of occipital channels (PO3-4-7-8-9-
10-z, O1-2-z) were selected to serve as the control occipital site where no
crossmodal effects were expected. The main effect of each experimental
condition was calculated by taking the difference between the two levels
of each of the conditions (Transitive–Intransitive, Vibration on–Vibra-
tion off, Whole-hand grip–Precision grip). These differences were en-
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the analysis workflow for the univariate analyses (green borders) and the multivariate analyses (blue borders) performed at the channel and source levels.
White boxes represent analyses performed at the subject level. Boxes with gray shading represent analyses performed at the group level.
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tered into a three-way repeated-measures ANOVA to investigate the
effects of Modality (Execution, Observation), Location (Central, Occip-
ital), and Condition (Transitivity, Vibration and Action).
Multivariate pattern classification. A linear support vector machine
classifier was used to perform a fivefold cross-validated classification on
all trials. Subsets of trials were created for classifier input by dividing the
data into five independent chunks for each modality (for a total of 10
chunks), which were balanced to ensure an equal number of trials for
each condition tested. A leave-one-chunk-out cross-validation was per-
formed in which four chunks were used to train the classifier, which was
then tested on an independent chunk. For each participant and classifi-
cation, activity within each trial was normalized across all trials in the
training set using a z-score transformation, and the same normalization
parameters were used to normalize trials of the testing set. For each
classification, all trials in one modality were included because all trials
belonged to one of the two levels of each experimental condition. With
this approach, at least 135 trials were used for classification (mean 
152.36, SD 6.32, range 135–160) depending on the number of trials left
after artifact rejection. There was no significant difference in the number
of trials included in each condition as confirmed with a 2 (Execution,
Observation)  3 Condition (Vibration, Action type, Transitivity)
repeated-measures ANOVA performed on the number of trials left after
artifact rejection (all p values 0.60).
Classification was first performed within modality (unimodal classifi-
cation) to ensure that the mu rhythm response for each condition was
distinguishablewithinmodality. For the unimodal classification analysis,
the classifier was trained and tested on trials of the same modality (Exe-
cution or Observation). Then, for the crossmodal classification analysis,
the classifier was trained on four chunks fromonemodality and tested on
a chunk of trials of the opposite modality. This procedure was repeated
five times for each modality, condition, and location. The mean cross-
modal classification accuracies for each modality as well as Friedman
tests performed on the classification accuracies in the clusters of interest
suggested a similar pattern of results for both modalities. The accuracies
obtained were thus averaged across modalities to obtain one classifica-
tion accuracy for each participant, condition, and location for both uni-
modal and crossmodal classifications.
At the channel level, the classifier was trained to use the three dimen-
sions of the data; that is, time (0–3 s in bins of 50 ms; 61 time bins),
frequency (8–13Hz or 15–25Hz, in bins of 1Hz; 6 or 11 frequency bins),
and location (on average 6.7 channels in the neighborhood structure for
searchlights or 10 channels in the clusters of interest for ROI analysis), to
discriminate between the two levels of each main effect (Transitive vs
Intransitive, Precision grip vs Whole-hand grip, Vibration on vs Vibra-
tion off). For the whole-scalp spatial searchlight analysis, the same
neighborhood structure as used in the univariate analysis was used. Clas-
sification was thus performed at each channel using all time-frequency
information from this channel and its neighbors (on average 6.7 neigh-
bors) (for a similar approach but in time-frequency-sensor space using
MEG, see Tucciarelli et al., 2015; Turella et al., 2016). This resulted in
classification accuracy maps showing classification accuracy at each
channel for each condition and participant.Maps in each condition were
submitted to a one-sample t test against chance accuracy (50%) at the
group level, and the significance of this test was assessed using the
same permutation procedure used for univariate whole-scalp analysis
(see Univariate analyses). For the ROI analyses at the channel level, the
same time-frequency dimensions were used, but the classifier was ap-
plied separately on two clusters of 10 central channels and 10 occipital
channels of interest. Classification accuracy in each condition and loca-
tion was compared against chance using a Wilcoxon signed rank test
contrasting classification performance with chance accuracy of 0.5
(Carlson et al., 2013; Ritchie et al., 2015). The main effect of Condition
(Vibration, Action type, Transitivity) was assessed separately at the cen-
tral and occipital channels using the Friedman test of differences.
At the source level, the classifier was trained to discriminate between
the two levels of each main condition by using the spatial pattern of
source activity. A spatial searchlight approach was used by building a
neighborhood structure using all grid points within a sphere with a
radius of 2 cm from each grid point (on average 28.6 neighbors). Classi-
fication was then performed at each grid point and its neighbors.
Classification accuracies in source space were projected to a standard
MNI template for visualization. Source accuracy maps in each condition
were submitted to a one-sample t test against chance accuracy (50%) at
the group level, and the significance of this test was assessed using the
same permutation procedure used for univariate whole-scalp analysis
(see Univariate analyses).
Results
Catch trials accuracy
The average detection accuracy was 97.40% (SD  3.18%,
range 91%–100%) indicating that participants correctly iden-
tified the presence of the catch trial cue on the majority of
presentations.
Univariate analyses
Scalp distribution of the mu rhythm suppression in the alpha
band as well as a time-frequency representation of this suppres-
sion in each cluster of interest are shown in Figure 3. The whole-
scalp analyses of the alpha mu rhythm suppression performed in
the observation modality revealed significant main effects of
Transitivity at a central left cluster of channels indicating stronger
mu suppression for the observation of transitive movements rel-
ative to the observation of intransitivemovements.No significant
main effects of Vibration and Action type were found during
observation. The same analyses performed in the execution mo-
dality showed significantmain effects of Vibration and Transitiv-
ity. These effects indicated significantly stronger suppression
for Vibration on trials relative to Vibration off trials in a large
frontal-right cluster of channels as well as significantly stron-
ger suppression for executed intransitive trials relative to tran-
sitive trials in a cluster of left central and parieto-occipital
channels. No significant main effect of Action type was found
during execution.
Mu rhythm suppression at each level of the three main exper-
imental conditions at the central and occipital clusters of interest
are shown in Figure 5A. The three-way repeated-measures ANOVA
revealed a significant Modality Location interaction (F(1,19)
5.03, p 0.037,p
2 0.21), indicating that the overall effect of the
experimental conditions was stronger at the central relative to the
occipital location in the observation modality but not in the ex-
ecution modality. There was also a significant Modality  Type
interaction (F(2,38) 5.70, p 0.012, p
2 0.23) due to the fact
that, in the Transitive condition, transitive trials led to a stronger
mu suppression relative to intransitive trials during observation,
but the opposite effect was present during execution. There was
no significant main effects ofModality, Location, or Type and no
other interaction reached significance (all p values0.05).
Scalp distribution of the mu-rhythm suppression in the beta
band as well as a time-frequency representation of this suppres-
sion in each cluster of interest are shown in Figure 4. The whole-
scalp analyses of the beta rhythm suppression performed in the
observation modality revealed significant main effects of Vibra-
tion in a large cluster of channels over the posterior left hemi-
sphere, indicating stronger beta suppression for the observation
of movements with a concurrent vibration compared with the
observation of movements without concurrent vibration. The
same analyses performed in the executionmodality did not show
any univariate difference between the conditions.
Mu-rhythm suppression in the beta band at each level of the
three main experimental conditions at the central and occipital
clusters of interest are shown in Figure 5B. The three-way
repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a significant Modality 
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Figure 3. Scalp distribution of the alpha mu rhythm suppression relative to baseline for the two levels of each Condition (A, Vibration; B, Transitivity; C, Action type) as a function of
Modality (Left, Execution; Right, Observation). The difference maps show clusters of channels with significant main effects surviving correction for multiple comparisons for each
Condition and Modality. Time-frequency plots show the time course of frequency activity at the central and occipital clusters of interest. Channels included in these clusters are marked
on the scalp maps.
Figure 4. Scalp distribution of the beta suppression relative to baseline for the two levels of each Condition (A, Vibration;B, Transitivity; C, Action type) as a function ofModality (Left, Execution;
Right, Observation). The differencemaps show clusters of channelswith significantmain effects surviving correction formultiple comparisons for each Condition andModality. Time-frequency plots
show the time course of frequency activity at the central and occipital clusters of interest. Channels included in these clusters are marked on the scalp maps.
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Location interaction (F(1,19) 5.78, p 0.027, p
2 0.23) indi-
cating that the overall effect of the experimental conditions on
beta suppression was stronger for the executionmodality relative
to observation at the central location, whereas the opposite effect
of modality was observed at the occipital location. There was no
significant main effects of Modality, Location, or Type, and no
other interaction reached significance (all p values0.05).
Multivariate pattern classification
Unimodal classification
As shown in Figure 5A, the spatial searchlight analysis performed
at the channel level revealed widespread above-chance unimodal
classification accuracy across all channels for the three experi-
mental conditions in both the alpha and beta bands. As shown in
Figure 5B, classification at the source level for the alpha band
suggested that widespread sources mainly located in the frontal
and parietal areas were responsible for the unimodal classifica-
tion in all three conditions. Permutation analyses indicated that
all these sources showed significantly above-chance classifica-
tion. This was reflected in the ROI analyses in which Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests revealed significantly above-chance classifica-
tion accuracy for all conditions at both the central and occipital
electrode clusters (for p values, see Fig. 6C). Friedman tests indi-
cated that there was a significant effect of Condition at the central
cluster (2(2)  6.40, p  0.041) due to a significantly higher
unimodal classification accuracy in the Transitivity compared
with the Action type manipulation (p  0.037). There was no
significant effect of Condition at the occipital cluster (2(2) 2.45,
p  0.293). For the beta band, sources mainly located in the
Figure 5. Mean (A) alpha and (B) beta suppression relative to baseline for the two levels of each Condition (Vibration, Transitivity, Action type) as a function of Modality (Left, Execution; Right,
Observation) and Location (Left column, Central; Right column, Occipital). Error bars indicate 95% CI. Black dots indicate the mean suppression for each subject.
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frontal and temporal areas showed significantly above chance
classification and were responsible for the unimodal classifica-
tion in all three conditions. ROI analyses using Wilcoxon
signed-rank tests revealed significantly above-chance classification
accuracy for all conditions at both the central and occipital elec-
trode clusters (for p values, see Fig. 6C). Friedman tests indicated
that there was no significant effect of Condition at the central
(2(2) 1.80, p 0.091) or occipital cluster (
2
(2) 1.30, p 0.522).
Crossmodal classification
For the alpha band, the spatial searchlight analysis performed at
the channel level revealed clusters of channels showing above-
Figure 6. Results for themultivariate unimodal classification for the alpha (top) and beta (bottom) bands.A, Results from the searchlight analyses at the channel level andmaps showing cluster
of channels with classification accuracy significantly above chance (0.50) and surviving correction for multiple comparisons. B, Classification accuracy for the searchlight analyses performed at the
source level. Only grid pointswith accuracy above the 95%of themaximumaccuracywere projected to the scalp for visualization purposes. All grid points projected show significantly above chance
accuracy.C,Meananddistributionof classificationaccuracy as a functionof ConditionandLocation for the classificationperformed in the central andoccipital clusters of interest. Dotted line indicates
chance classification accuracy (0.5). Error bars indicate 95% CI. Black dots indicate the mean classification accuracy for each participant.
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chance crossmodal classification accuracy for the three experi-
mental conditions (Fig. 7A). For the Vibration condition, this
cluster coveredmainly central channels. For the Transitivity con-
dition, the significant cluster covered left central and temporal
channels. A cluster of left parieto-occipital channels showed
above-chance classification in the Action type condition. The
crossmodal classification accuracy at the source level is shown in
Figure 7B for visualization purposes; the permutation analyses
indicated that classification was not significantly above chance at
the source level. Regardless of significance, source level analyses
Figure7. Results for themultivariate unimodal classification for the alpha (top) and beta (bottom) bands.A, Results from the searchlight analyses at the channel level andmaps showing clusters
of channels with classification accuracy significantly above chance (0.50) and surviving correction for multiple comparisons. B, Classification accuracy for the searchlight analyses performed at the
source level. Only grid points with accuracy above the 95%of themaximumaccuracywere projected to the scalp for visualization purposes. Crossmodal classification at the source level is illustrated
for visualization purposes only as no grid points showed significantly above chance accuracy. C, Mean and distribution of classification accuracy as a function of Condition and Location for the
classification performed in the central and occipital clusters of interest. Dotted line indicates chance classification accuracy (0.5). Error bars indicate 95%CI. Black dots indicate themean classification
accuracy for each participant.
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suggested that, for theVibration condition, a right parietal cluster
partly covering the somatosensory cortex contributedmost to the
crossmodal classification. In the Transitivity condition, sources
generating the crossmodal classification were widely distributed
mainly over frontoparietal areas. Finally, for the Action type con-
dition, small clusters located over temporal and occipital areas
showed above-chance crossmodal classification. As shown in
Figure 7C, the ROI analyses revealed that significantly above-chance
crossmodal classification accuracy was reached only in the Vibra-
tion and Transitivity conditions and only at the central cluster.
This was confirmed by Friedman tests showing a significantmain
effect of Condition at the central cluster (2(2) 9.10, p 0.011)
but not at the occipital cluster (2(2)  0.90, p  0.638). At the
central cluster, this effect was due to significantly higher classifi-
cation in the Vibration condition compared with the Action type
condition (p 0.025), while there was no other pairwise differ-
ence between the conditions (all p values0.18).
The crossmodal classification performed in the beta band did
not indicate any significantly above-chance classification in the
searchlight analysis performed at the channel level (Fig. 7A), at
the source level (Fig. 7B), or in the ROI analyses (Fig. 7C).
Discussion
The present study examined the validity of the claim that the EEG
mu rhythm is a valid index of MN activity by testing for the
presence of crossmodal specificity in response to observed and
executed actions. Moreover, it assessed the alternative prediction
that the mu rhythm demonstrates crossmodal and specific re-
sponses to the observation and receipt of tactile stimulation. This
was achieved using a multivariate crossmodal classification ap-
proach to test whether the central mu rhythm contains sufficient
crossmodal information to discriminate between two different
types of actions, between the presence or absence of tactile stim-
ulation, and between transitive and intransitive actions.
Results from the crossmodal classification of mu rhythm re-
sponse at the channel level were as predicted by the tactile stim-
ulation account, and support the idea that the central mu rhythm
shows crossmodal specificity primarily for the somatosensory
features of observed and executed action. Although exploratory
searchlight analyses indicated significant crossmodal classifica-
tion for all conditions, central channels contributedmostly to the
classification of conditions showing strong variation in tactile
features. Crossmodal classification of action type was achieved
for alpha-band activity that is not central, and not likely to be
reflective of mirror neuron system activity. Mu suppression ex-
periments investigating mirror neuron processes commonly
consider changes in activity at the central sites to be reflective of
mirror neuron system activity. The results from the ROI analyses
in the current study strongly suggest that responsivity at these
sites is not in keeping withmirror neuron accounts of central mu
suppression. This was supported by a priori region of interest
analyses performed at a cluster of central channels, which re-
vealed above-chance crossmodal classification only for the tactile
stimulation and transitivity conditions, and significantly higher
classification accuracy for the presence of tactile stimulation rel-
ative to the type of action. The same analysis performed at the
control occipital channels did not indicate any significant classi-
fication. The crossmodal specificity of themu rhythm to somato-
sensory features of actions suggests that the central mu rhythm
response to action observation and execution observed in the
current andprevious studiesmight be better explained by sensory
processing rather than motor mirroring (Dinstein et al., 2008;
Cook et al., 2014; Coll et al., 2015). It should be noted however,
that the preceding studies reported the results of univariate anal-
yses, rather than multivariate analyses.
Although this is, as far as we are aware, the first study to
investigate the crossmodal specificity of mu rhythm responses
using multivariate classification, it is not the first to suggest that
the crossmodal mu rhythm response indexes somatosensory fea-
tures of action rather than action type (Coll et al., 2015). The
association of the mu rhythm with sensory processing has also
been demonstrated by several previous studies. The central alpha
mu rhythm is known to be modulated by somatosensory atten-
tion (Jones et al., 2010; Anderson andDing, 2011), and prestimu-
lation mu rhythm activity can reliably predict the detection of
a somatosensory stimulus (Linkenkaer-Hansen and Nikulin,
2004). Previous studies using fMRI or source localization also
indicate that themu rhythm can be associated with the activity of
the somatosensory cortices (Hari et al., 1998; Cheyne et al., 2003;
Ritter et al., 2009; Arnstein et al., 2011) and is responsive to the
observation of tactile stimulation (Muthukumaraswamy and
Johnson, 2004; Coll et al., 2015). In line with this previous re-
search, we found above-chance crossmodal classification accu-
racy when the classifier was used to discriminate between the
presence or absence of tactile stimulation in the self or in the
other in central channels, and this accuracy was significantly
higher than for classification of action types. The source analyses
performed in the current experiment did not reveal any signifi-
cantly above-chance crossmodal classification at the source level.
This should be interpreted with caution given that the relatively
sparse EEG montage used and the lack of individual anatomical
information make these statistical analyses highly conservative.
The visualization of crossmodal classification accuracy at the
source level nevertheless suggests that crossmodal classification
of the mu rhythm response to tactile stimulation and transitivity
was driven by frontoparietal sources, including somatosensory
areas.
The unimodal classification results obtained in the current
study suggest that the unimodal mu rhythm response shows little
specificity. Indeed, classifiers trained and tested on trials of the
samemodality showedwidespread above-chance classification at
both channel and source levels. Indirect evidence for the lack of
spatial and functional specificity of the mu rhythm response is
also present in a recent meta-analysis of mu rhythm suppression
studies. Fox et al. (2016) analyzed 85 studies and found that,
across these studies, mu rhythm suppression did not show many
of the properties of MN activity, such as preference for object-
directed movement or biological motion. In addition, the effect
size of alpha suppression compared with baseline during action
observation was not found to be greater at central electrodes
compared with occipital electrodes, suggesting that the contribu-
tion of the occipital alpha rhythm might explain many of the
effects reported in the literature (Fox et al., 2016; Hobson and
Bishop, 2016).
To compare the results obtained from themultivariate pattern
classification to the results obtained in previous studies, we also
performed a univariate analysis of mu rhythm suppression rela-
tive to baseline for the same experimental conditions by averag-
ing activity over all time-frequency bins. When comparing the
average mu rhythm suppression relative to baseline, we found
similar suppression effects in terms of effect size and location
compared with previous studies (for a meta-analysis, see Fox et
al., 2016). However, this analysis showed that alpha rhythm sup-
pression was not specific to the central electrodes and was rela-
tively insensitive to differences between conditions. These results
suggest that the analytical approach used in previous research is
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inadequate to detect the specificity of crossmodal mu rhythm
responses and is insensitive to subtle differences between condi-
tions. This was to be expected considering that, by averaging over
all features of the data, this approach does not take into account
differences in multivariate patterns that can differ between
conditions and participants. This is also in line with a recent
high-powered preregistered report indicating that mu rhythm
suppression effects found using this analytical approach are weak
and unreliable (Hobson and Bishop, 2016).
Although not the primary focus of the study, activity in the
beta band was submitted to the same analyses as the alpha mu
rhythm. Beta activity has also been previously associated with
MN activity, although less frequently than the alpha mu rhythm
(Rossi et al., 2002; Muthukumaraswamy and Singh, 2008). Here,
beta activity was shown to contain unimodal information on the
different experimental conditions. This is in line with previous
studies using a similar analytical approach showing that beta ac-
tivity can be used to classify observed (Tucciarelli et al., 2015) or
executed actions (Turella et al., 2016). However, the crossmodal
classification of beta activity was at chance level in all conditions.
The current results therefore suggest that beta rhythm suppres-
sion during action observation and action execution does not
show crossmodal action specificity.
Limitations to this study need to be acknowledged. First, it
should be noted that the crossmodal classification approach used
in the current study could be quite conservative, and that itmight
therefore lack the sensitivity to detect central crossmodal mu
rhythm responses to themotor features of the observed actions. It
should also be noted that EEG activity represents a superposition
of the activity of large neuronal populations and channel level
analyses might lack the spatial specificity to demonstrate cross-
modal classification of weaker effects. Therefore, even though
crossmodal classification at the central channels was clearly
higher for sensory features of actions, the absence of crossmodal
classification for action types cannot be interpreted as the absence
of crossmodal specificity for observed and executed actions in the
mu rhythm response.
In conclusion, we have shown that the central alpha mu
rhythm shows crossmodal specificity primarily for the observa-
tion and receipt of a tactile stimulation and that multivariate
pattern classification is more sensitive to subtle differences be-
tween conditions than univariate analyses. This is, to our knowl-
edge, the first study to use multivariate pattern classification to
assess the crossmodal specificity of EEG responses. Combined
with other sources of evidence, they question the appropriateness
of mu rhythm suppression as a measure of MN activity and sug-
gest that multivariate crossmodal analyses are needed to ade-
quately study this relationship in the future. This study and
others support the idea that a new framework is needed to explain
the significance of the central mu rhythm for social perception in
health and in disease, and that the search for this new framework
should be directed away from a simplistic matching between mu
rhythm suppression andMN activity and usemethodologies that
are able to take into account the multivariate nature of EEG data.
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